Introduction

Climate warming has resulted in substantial permafrost thaw throughout the pan-Arctic, impacting people, plant communities, and surface hydrology. Permafrost (soils ≤ 0°C for ≥2 yrs.) acts as a hydrologic barrier to subsurface water movement, enabling widespread surface water inundation throughout the Arctic and sub-Arctic. Initial permafrost thaw can increase inundation by providing additional surface moisture from melt while also impeding infiltration due to frozen sub-surface layers; extensive degradation will increase drainage pathways & ultimately reduce inundation. Lake increase has been reported in portions of Siberia under continuous (less degraded) permafrost4. Similarly, lake decline has been observed in Siberia and Alaska under more degraded permafrost conditions3,4. These changes greatly modify Arctic carbon cycles, & may enhance methane emissions if surface water area increases. We utilized daily fractional open water (Fw) retrievals from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E) to examine surface inundation patterns & changes as related to permafrost zones. We first verified the Fw against existing open water classification maps & river discharge (Q) records for major Arctic basins to evaluate parameter sensitivity to seasonal & annual wet/dry cycles.

Data and Methods

Datasets used in the study
(2) International Permafrost Association Circum-Arctic Permafrost & Ground Ice map
(3) UMD Global 250 m Land Water Mask (MOD44W, MODIS & Shuttle Radar Topography)
(4) 2001 National Land Cover Dataset for Alaska (Landsat, 30 m)
(5) Circa 2000 Land Cover of Canada Database (Landsat, 30 m) for north central Canada
(6) Northern European Land Cover Classification (Landsat, 30 m)
(7) Monthly Q (m³/s) for Yukon, Mackenzie, Ob, Yenisei, & Lena basins; http://nims.unh.edu

Fw verification against open water maps

We derived Fw from MODIS & Landsat land cover maps by determining proportional open water areas within each AMSR-E 25 km² res. grid cell. A 3x3 cell weighted box-car filter was applied to account for AMSR-E FOV variability. The derived datasets were then compared to AMSR-E Fw monthly means from 2003-2009 (below).

Verification results – open water maps

The AMSR-E Fw results show favorable agreement with static Fw maps from MODIS & Landsat (above). Regions with less similarity reflect sensor differences in Fw sensitivity & longer Fw record from AMSR-E. AMSR-E Fw is lower (in red) than the static Fw maps in dynamic surface hydrology (rivers, seasonal lakes & wetlands) areas where AMSR-E captures daily Fw variability & wet/dry cycles. AMSR-E Fw is higher (in blue) in more persistent wetland areas (e.g. Siberia, northeastern Canada).

AMSR-E vs. MOD44W Fw

AMSR-E vs. Landsat Fw

Temporal patterns in regional AMSR-E Fw

Strong seasonality is observed in monthly Fw area (km²) for pan-Arctic, Eurasian & North American sub-regions (below). Low Fw inundation occurs in winter months, with marked Fw rise following spring thaw. The AMSR-E results show Fw monthly means (in blue) and maximums (in red). Dash lines (in black) show Fw from the MOD44W static open water map. Comparison of AMSR-E & MOD44W Fw areas show closer AMSR-E & MOD44W similarities to summer Fw extremes rather than means. The static modality of MOD44W in conjunction with a limited observational period results in inundation estimates that reflect a short period in time rather than the dynamic nature of the pan-Arctic.

AMSR-E Fw trends by permafrost region

A widespread inundation increase (below) occurs throughout continuous permafrost (PF) areas (92% of grid cells with significant trend positive) & to a lesser extent (82%) in discontinuous PF areas. Conversely, a widespread inundation decrease (71%) occurs in sporadic/isolated PF areas. These results indicate greater occurrence of Fw growth in less degraded continuous PF areas & Fw decline where PF decay is more substantial.

Conclusions

• The AMSR-E Fw parameter compares favorably with existing pan-Arctic open water maps, but shows seasonal & interannual variability that is not represented by the static products.
• The Fw trends show significant increase in Fw presence throughout the permafrost zone. A lack of significant trend in total Fw area is attributed to within-region variability in inundation state.
• Continuous permafrost areas show widespread Fw increase over the AMSR-E record (2003-2010), while sporadic & isolated PF zones show widespread Fw decline. These observations are in agreement with previous region-based studies where increased inundation has been associated with continuous permafrost, whereas active layer deepening & PF degradation is contributing to inundation decline.
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